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Abstract - One of the most serious problems web users
are experiencing is long response time and transmission
delay due to high web traffic load. Since the World Wide
Web is based on the client-server model, delays, which
are the causes of longer response time, are inserted at
various places. However, major sources of delay are
classified in the following two groups:
Delay due to overhead at the web server
(Latency), such as file access latency, memory
copies and data processing.
Delay during propagation in the transmission
network (Bandwidth).

As the Bandwidth and Latency are the two keys to
protocol performance; and the web page response time is
the most straightforward metric in quantifying user
satisfaction; this paper proposes an application that
reduce web browsing response time and increase the
network reliability and efficiency by injecting the
compression mechanism in the channels between Web
Server and Client Browser.
Index Terms – HTTP Protocol, HTTP Post Request, HTTP
Compression.
INTRODUCTION
During the past few decades, the World Wide Web has
become the focus of an intense research activity, performed
by both academic and industrial research centers. This
activity is mainly aimed at developing efficient techniques to
retrieve information over the web in less time and less
bandwidth consuming.
One of the interesting techniques used for improving
and enhancing the web is the compression. It is an
optimization technique which means the reduction in the
data size without losing data by removing redundant patterns
in order to save space and transmission time. Thus, it has
fewer packets for transfer, consumes less bandwidth and
significantly improves the web applications performance.
Compression technique provides remarkable application
performance improvements over the Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) by compressing the Web Pages before
sending them to the Web Browsers (Client Side), which in
their turn decompress the data and display the content to the
End User. Vice versa the browsers send a compressed HTTP

Post Requests to the Web Servers to be processed after the
decompression. This is closely what I have done in this
thesis, particularly the compression of the HTTP POST
Requests.
Figure 1: Shows the current implementation of the
HTTP communication channels between the Web Server and
the Client Web Browser, where in this example the Client
Web Browser uses the HTTP Post Request to send user’s
data to the Web Server to be processed, and then the Web
Server sends back the HTTP response to Client Web
Browser.
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Figure 1: Current implementation of the HTTP communication
channels

In fact, the HTTP compression is a recommendation of
the HTTP 1.1 protocol specification for improved page
download time (HTTP Response) that is only now receiving
the attention it merits. Its implementation was sketched out
in HTTP/1.0 and completely specified by 1999 in HTTP/1.1.
Case studies conducted as early as 1997 by WWW
Consortium (W3C) proved the ability of compression to
significantly reduce bandwidth usage and to improve web
performance (Port80 Software 2007).
With rapid advances in hardware speed and data
communication bandwidth, one might not expect to have to
deal with issues such as response time and system
performance. But these issues remain a very real concern
today. As systems become more powerful, their applications
become more complex as users expect more functionality
and richer information. While response time is recognized as
a component in some application usability and human
factors studies users today face similar system response time
issues that faced users a decade ago. As web developers
experience slow response times due to lengthy downloads of
graphic intensive material, they are redesigning the sites to
minimize this overhead. This will not be an acceptable long-
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term solution to accommodating electronic commerce. Use
of the Internet and electronic commerce is growing at a
significant rate.
So our main goal is to speed up web browsing for
internet users specially those still on slow dial-up
connection, by minimizing web pages response time, and
increase the network bandwidth efficiency.
Figure 2: Shows the enhanced implementation of the
HTTP communication channels between the Web Server and
the Client Web Browser, where in this example the Client
Web Browser sends a Compressed HTTP Post Request to
the Web Server to be processed after the decompression.
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Figure 2: Enhanced implementation of the HTTP
communication channels

Proposed application consists of two parts:
1. Web Server: HTTP Handler & HTTP Module for
handling the compressed HTTP Post Requests.
2. Web Browser: Plug-in for Compressing the HTTP
Post Request.
Web Browser plug-in:
Web Browser plug-in is responsible for building the
compressed HTTP post request and send it through internet
to the web server.
Building compressed HTTP post request goes though these
steps:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Collecting data resources (plain text, attached
images, videos, documents) and classify them
regarding the MIME type.
Compress each resources collection using the
proper compression algorithm commensurate with
the MIME type.
Concatenate the compressed resources with each
other building one compressed resource.
Format the HTTP post request using the last
compressed resource and send it to the web server
through the internet.

HTTP Handler & HTTP Module:
HTTP Handler & HTTP Module are responsible for
listening and handling the entire HTTP post requests
received by the web server, and decompresses them, then
directs each request to the proper web application requested
for.

HTTP COMPRESSION ALGORITHMS
Basic Compression Methods
Compression methods can be categorized in a number
of ways. This section examines these categories and
discusses the sliding window compression mechanisms and
their applicability to the short texts.
Lossy and Lossless Compression
 Lossy compression creates smaller files by
discarding some information about the original file.
Mostly, this method is used in the images
compression so it removes details and color
changes, it deems too small for the human eye to
differentiate.
 Lossless compression, on the other hand, never
discards any information about the original file and
this method used in the text-based files such as
HTML files where any loss of the data may not
allow the page to be displayed properly and users
become disturbed whenever their data files have
been corrupted (Li and Drew 2003) and (Deorowicz
2003).
Static and adaptive Compression
 Static compression: In a static mechanism, the
dictionary is constructed in advance and used
without further modification to encode each
component of the source message. This dictionary
can be either generic for a whole class of text, such
as "ASCII English documents", or can be
constructed for a specific message (Wan and
Moffat 2001).
 Adaptive compression: In this type of compression,
the preceding parts of the message text are used as
a basis for predicting the forthcoming message text
and compression is affected in a single pass. Any
dictionary that is manipulated is done so on an
incremental basis and is updated as each component
of the message is passed to the recipient. In this
case, there is little additional transmission cost
(Wan and Moffat 2001).
Streaming Compression
In streaming compression, the data is compressed as it is
written. This helps avoiding excessive delay due to
buffering, it is memory efficient and therefore scalable and
integrates easily with applications that produce and consume
streams of data (Lindstrom and Isenburg 2006). Putting the
client or the server into streaming mode means that the data
being sent to the other side is almost directly written to the
network connection (Apache Software Foundation 2006).
This approach of compression is implemented in the gzip.
Multimedia Compression
Uncompressed multimedia (graphics, audio and video)
data requires considerable storage capacity and transmission
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bandwidth. Despite rapid progress in mass-storage density,
processor speeds, and digital communication system
performance, demand for data storage capacity and datatransmission bandwidth continues to outstrip the capabilities
of available technologies. The recent growth of data
intensive multimedia-based web applications have not only
sustained the need for more efficient ways to encode signals
and images but have made compression of such signals
central to storage and communication technology.
Image Compression
Methods for lossless image compression are:
 Run-length encoding – used as default method in
PCX and as one of possible in BMP, TGA, TIFF.
 DPCM and Predictive Coding.
 Entropy encoding.
 Adaptive dictionary algorithms such as LZW –
used in GIF and TIFF.
 Deflation – used in PNG, MNG and TIFF.
 Chain codes.
Methods for lossy compression:
 Reducing the color space to the most common
colors in the image. The selected colors are
specified in the color palette in the header of the
compressed image. Each pixel just references the
index of a color in the color palette. This method
can be combined with dithering to avoid
posterization.
 Chroma sub sampling. This takes advantage of the
fact that the eye perceives spatial changes of
brightness more sharply than those of color, by
averaging or dropping some of the chrominance
information in the image.
 Transform coding. This is the most commonly used
method. A Fourier-related transform such as DCT
or the wavelet transform are applied, followed by
quantization and entropy coding.
 Fractal compression.
Video Compression
As far as image quality goes, uncompressed video is the
ideal. The downside, of course, is that the sheer quantity of
data in an uncompressed video file can hinder the speed and
performance of the web video and cause the online storage
costs to soar. To reduce video size, we will need to perform
a compression, of which there are several methods.
Lossless compression, some forms of data compression
are lossless. This means that when the data is decompressed,
the result is a bit-for-bit perfect match with the original.
While lossless compression of video is possible, it is rarely
used, as lossy compression results in far higher compression
ratios at an acceptable level of quality.

COMPRESSION RATIO MEASUREMENTS
Compression ratio value shows the differentiation on
the request size before (Original size) and after compression
(Compressed request size). It is specified in Equation (1).

CR =

CS
OS

* 100%

Where
 CR: Compression Ratio.
 CS: Compressed Request Size in KB.
 OS: Original Request Size in KB.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A custom web application was published for testing. It
consisted of multiple pages of web forms for uploading and
sharing files. For testing purposes each file was uploaded ten
times with compression and another ten times without
compression. The average values of the transfer time, the
compression ratio and the compression/decompression times
for each request were computed
These instructions serve as a template for Microsoft
Word, and give you the basic guidelines for preparing
camera-ready papers for the FIE 2010 conference (Frontiers
in Education Conference), October 27 - 30, 2010 in
Washington, DC. Please carefully follow the instructions
provided in these guidelines to ensure legibility and
uniformity. The guidelines are designed to reduce the
amount of white space and maximize the amount of text that
can be placed on one page. Please do not use LATEX. If
you wish to use Word Perfect, please save the file as an rtf
file not a wpd file.

Request
#

TABLE I
TRANSFER TIME FOR MULTIPLE REQUESTS
CRC Before &
Trans. T. Trans. T. C.
File Name
After
(sec)
(sec)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

01.pdf
02.pdf
03.psd
04.exe
05.exe
06.dll
07.dll
08.bmp
09.bmp
10.xls
11.ppt
12.ppt
13.doc

'744ED716'
'689EC767'
'8F1D6A41'
'ABCBF199'
'3D779906'
'3889322B'
'3E0ACA9D'
'9678A2EA'
'C9D6F27A'
'4CB7AAFD'
'189931E4'
'8A0D1593'
'E97B6133'

23.43
12.04
51.82
2.65
2.47
4.19
6.58
25.84
35.78
2.95
27.51
14.97
7.49

20.01
8.08
24.52
1.66
1.87
2.42
3.29
16.56
10.21
1.66
12.9
6.92
2.09
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14
15
16

14.doc
'EE1336A8'
15.mmap '46AF3A1F'
16.JPG
'CD6495E2'

3.75
3.1
24.9

1.83
2.87
23.58

17
18
19
20

17.cs
19.avi
20.rm
21.txt

0.94
29.99
27.37
0.87

0.81
28.32
26.79
0.81

'D48B7EFF'
'B9ECF888'
'9100551D'
'159C1E0A'

Where:
 Trans. T. [sec]: Transfer time without compression.
 Trans. T. C. [sec]: Transfer time with compression.
 CRC: Cyclic Redundancy Checker in Hexadecimal
Format.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

172
1015.803
1228.834
57.5
964
498.5
224
86.5
60.89551
861.9043
1.181641
1053.601
963.2314
0.772461

61.25
558.3740234
308.6240234
11.88867188
426.1699219
204.3925781
24.90136719
16.74023438
58.04492188
860.9589844
0.416992188
1039.046875
953.5351563
0.405273438

64.39
45.03
74.89
79.32
55.79
59
88.88
80.65
3.87
0.11
64.71
1.38
1.01
47.54

As shown in Table 1, and in Figure 3, the transfer time
for the compressed POST request is very short comparing
with the transfer time of the uncompressed version of the
same request which means that it is efficient to use the
compression technique proposed in this paper.
Compression Ratio Measurements
In this section we calculate the compression ratio for
each request made to the server. Table 5.2 shows the original
request size before compression and the request size after the
compression and the last column shows the compression
ratio.
TABLE 2
COMPRESSION RATIOS FOR MULTIPLE REQUESTS
Request #

1
2
3
4
5
6

Original Size [KB]

800.9199
380.4961
1864.89
36
32
92

Compressed Size[KB]

736.203125
276.1611328
841.6318359
9.588867188
9.7578125
32.65039063

100.00
80.00
60.00
40.00
20.00
0.00
1.18
32
36
57.5
60.9
86.5
92
172
224
380.5
498.5
800.92
861.9
963.23
964
1015.8
1053.6
1228.83
1864.89

Figure 3: Transfer Time with and without Compression Vs
Request#

Compression Ratio %

As a result, high compression ratios imply less file size,
this guide to less transfer time. As we see in Figure 4 the
compression of the POST request may achieves high
compression ratio values and maybe not. This depends on
the distribution of the strings in the compressed request and
the uploaded file within it. It also depends on the duplication
of the data within the request. But in all cases the
compression was effective.

Original Size (KB)

Figure 4: Compression ratio versus original request size

CONCLUSION
CR (%)

8.08
27.42
54.87
73.36
69.51
64.51

Efficient storage and transportation of the web data is an
important issue. In the data communications, it is desirable
to have faster transfer rates at lower costs. Data compression
addresses these demands by reducing the amount of data that
must be transferred over a medium of fixed bandwidth and
dropping the connection time.
In general, the HTTP POST request compression is an
effective way to achieve various benefits in the data
transferring through the web. The results indicated that it is
very reasonable and helpful to compress the POST requests,
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especially, when we have large files size, low speed network
and high network traffic.
Results showed that about 47% of the total transfer time
was reduced when the request was compressed. The POST
compression resulted in additional bandwidth savings and
less transfer time for the requests.
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